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37 of the world’s 100 largest economies are corporations. Of those 37, most of them are oil
companies or banks. It’s worth bearing this in mind when considering why the problem of rising
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inequality or our failure to act on climate change.
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Disclaimer – I’ve been told there are inaccuracies in this list, and the Transnational Institute’s
methodology may be questionable. I’d suggest taking this list as illustrative: there are
corporations bigger than nations. The exact order they come in may not be exactly as described
below.
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32 COMMENTS ON “THE CORPORATIONS BIGGER
THAN NATIONS”
Stefan Thiesen February 3, 2014 at 1:31 pm #
It’s too bad I cannot add an image to the posting. Prof. Jürgen Kremer’s graph of net interest payers vs.
net interest receivers is all too revealing. The entire economic system is clearly designed to benefit big
corporations, destroy small and medium sized national competition and ALGORITHMICALLY redistribute
capital from the havenots to the haves. I know I repeat this, but as far as I see it there is no such thing as
a free market and as long as we (i.e. the planet) are caught in this logic, there is very limited room for
change. It more reminds me of the simulation of star formation in astronomy: in the beginning you have a
dust and hydrogen cloud with randomly distributed matter – randomly does not mean equally. There are
areas of higher density and those of lower density. In the beginning this leads to small fluctuations,
hydrodynamic movements and accumulations, first dominated by electrodynamic forces. At one point
gravity takes over, huge lumps of matter cluster together, circulating ever faster since angular momentum
of all accumulated matter is preserved, and then it becomes ever more violent, ever more matter is
sucked into the big clusters, which grow ever faster until they explode in Supernovae, forming new dust
clouds with new elements. The cycle repeats many times, until, one day, all mass is concentrated in a
small number of longliving low to medium Stars which steadily burn until, one day, the run out of fuel and
die.
An example for algorithmic inequality is the Basel accord’s risk management scheme. It leads to the
simple situation that a strong and large corporation gets low interest credits, while a small and less stable
one has to pay higher interest rates, skewing competitiveness towards the biggies, which, incidentally, in
most cases are publicly traded companies with shares largely held by investment companies which, in
turn, usually are owned by big banks. At first sight it looks like some financial genius invented the system,
except for the slight flaw that, if it continues to run unchecked, it is likely to kill us all. Or is that too extreme
a view? Supernova are real. Their formation obeys the same math. If economists are serious about
applying math derived from physics to economics, they should consider it. But I also have to say that by
and large research economists are not really a problem. They can be approached. The problem are
ideologically defined economic decision makers and individuals who lack the imagination required to
transcend existing ideological barriers and think on meta levels.
Time for a sigh.
Sigh.
Reply

Jeremy February 3, 2014 at 2:14 pm #
Indeed. I also find it annoying that as soon as anyone starts talking about how capitalism tends
towards concentration of capital and monopoly, they’re branded a marxist. The evidence all around
us is apparently invalid, since Marx also saw it.
sigh
Reply

S February 3, 2014 at 2:26 pm #
History is full of examples of thinkers and writers – occasionally both also overlap

– who

intuitively sense the danger and in some cases see it clearly. Goethe was among the latter, and
one would have to really stretch ones imagination to consider him in any way a communist.
Even popculture occasionally sees more clearly than policy makers and economists: the Tyrell
corporation in Bladerunner for example is a reasonable scenario of what the endstage of it all
could look like.

Reply

DevonChap February 3, 2014 at 2:35 pm #
The question has to be whether those concentrations tend to a better situation for all. I would
contend historically they have.
To use the star formation example. Without a tendency to concentration all there would be is a
universe evenly full of dust with no stars, planets, life or environmental bloggers. Steady state
forever!
Reply

Jeremy February 3, 2014 at 3:39 pm #
I’d be interested in some historical examples of how concentration of wealth is better for
everyone. Concentration eventually leads to monopoly, which is a market failure.
That’s a genuine interest, by the way. I’m not attempting to argue the opposite.
Reply

DevonChap February 3, 2014 at 4:12 pm #
There has to be a certain amount of concentration, otherwise it is hard to get the capital
to build expensive things like steam engines or retail chains. Without that
technological, economic and social advance is impossible. The industrial revolution
required concentration of capital. Indeed the industrialisation of every country that has
industrialised has required that. And I would strongly argue that industrialisation has
been a huge boon for mankind.
As technology gets more complex it requires ever more capital to develop it. An
example is pharmaceuticals where it costs billions to develop new drugs. So
concentration is a good thing as it provides the capital required. Lots of small
companies wouldn’t have the wide range of resources needed to take a new drug to
market. Given patents run out these medicines eventually benefit everyone.
Similarly globalisation leads to concentration because it allows the most efficient
providers to expand into all markets, pushing out their smaller local competitors (think
Cemex, Lafarge and Heidelberg in cement). As these companies are more efficient
provided there is competition prices will be lower than before – as clear gain for most
people.
Now the problem of monopoly does arise when concentration gets too strong. That is
why I fully support trustbusting by governments. But these majors fight each other
tooth and nail. And technical innovation seems to do a good job of dealing with giants.
Microsoft isn’t so scary now, not because of trustbusting but because of smartphones.

Chuck Muldoon February 4, 2014 at 5:42 am #
Stefan, It looks like you have stumbled upon the thesis of Mathematically Perfected Economy (MPE),
which has been proven and promoted for over 40 years. It IS the interest that’s killing us. It is
unjustified, unjustifiable, and most of all, unsustainable (as a math guy, you can see the obvious
problem with P + I > P). It’s twisted, but in the current system, terminal failure due to escalating sums
of falsified debt — because we perpetually have to reborrow to maintain vital circulation as we try to
pay the principal and interest out of what is ever only some remaining principal — is the inevitable
result (as per MPE predictions in the early 80’s, the terminal failure started around 2010.) And you
are also right about there being no free markets. The very existence of banks — since they exploit
our promissory obligations to each other, launder the principal which can only be created by said
PO’s, and fraudulently charge interest — is a repudiation of free markets. It’s the exact opposite. But
MPE can save us, if only we wish to be saved.

Reply

DevonChap February 3, 2014 at 2:30 pm #
Company revenues are not equivalent to GDP. GDP measures value add. A better comparator is
company profits plus wages paid.
Having looked through this report it is just a mismash of every economically illiterate whinge tosh so I’m
not surprised they can’t read a P&L beyond the first line.
Reply

Jeremy February 3, 2014 at 3:37 pm #
I actually agree with you on the report, which is why I’ve cited it rather than recommended it. I also
agree that company revenues are not equivalent to GDP, and I’ve never seen anyone try to divide
company revenue by number of employees to get a revenue per capita, which this attempts to do
elsewhere in the report.
I did think this particular element was worth sharing though. The power of corporations has
consequences for everybody, whatever their politics.
Reply

DevonChap February 3, 2014 at 4:17 pm #
You said “37 of the world’s 100 largest economies are corporations.” No qualification. Only now
do you say you don’t agree with the report. Confusing.
Reply

Jeremy February 3, 2014 at 6:29 pm #
Exactly as I just said – the report is a mixed bag, but this element of it is interesting and
worth talking about.
Reply

DevonChap February 3, 2014 at 8:24 pm #
But if you don’t agree that company revenue and GDP are comparable then it is not
true that 37 of the 100 biggest economies are companies. US companies don’t have to
break out staff costs but Royal Dutch Shell does and on the profit+wages basis it has
an economy the size of Jordan, 94th biggest economy in the world. The introduction “3
of the world’s 100 largest economies are corporations. 2 of those are oil companies.”
would be more accurate. Less rabble rousing though.

Jeremy February 3, 2014 at 8:26 pm #
They are not the same thing, but it’s still a useful comparison in terms of economic power. There is no
direct comparison.
Reply

DevonChap February 3, 2014 at 10:01 pm #
If these figures are meaningless then they aren’t a useful comparison of anything!
To put them up in the OP without qualification is just misleading.
Reply

Jeremy February 4, 2014 at 9:14 am #
They’re not meaningless. I shall say it again: They are not the same thing, but it’s still a useful
comparison in terms of economic power. There is no direct comparison.
You are free to disagree, that’s your prerogative.
Reply

DevonChap February 4, 2014 at 8:34 pm #
As pointed out, revenue (or turnover) is not a measure of economic power. As the business
mantra has it, turnover is vanity, profit is sanity.
You are puffing up the size of these businesses to make some specious point. To
paraphrase Stalin “How many divisions does Walmart have?”
Reply

Jeremy February 5, 2014 at 9:28 am #
That’s fine, but then we’re comparing it to GDP, which actually doesn’t tell us a great
deal about the long term solvency of a country.
You’re also taking far too narrow a definition of power. How many divisions does Japan
have?

DevonChap February 5, 2014 at 11:07 am #
Comparing revenues to GDP doesn’t tell us anything. At least profit+wages to GDP
compares value add.
According to Wikipedia the Japanese Ground self defence forces (their army) are
made up of 150,000 men organised into:
One armored division (7th),
Eight infantry divisions, each with three or four battalionsized infantry regiments,
Five infantry brigades (11th Brigade, 12th Brigade, 13th Brigade, 14th Brigade, and
15th Brigade)
One airborne brigade (1st Airborne Brigade),
Four combined (training) brigades,
One training brigade,
One artillery brigade,
Two air defense brigades,
Four engineer brigades,
One helicopter brigade with twentyfour squadrons and two antitank helicopter
platoons.
In numbers it is 50% larger than the UK’s army. I haven’t even gone into their navy and
air force which are also larger than those of the UK.
Are you suggesting Walmart has greater global influence than Japan, which despite its
pacifist constitution have an important voice in world economic and development
policies?

Walmart has no legal powers to coerce anyone to use its services or force them to
allow it to build a store where ever it wants. Governments do. There is a vast amount of
difference. Government power vastly outstrips commercial. Iceland’s cutting off of its
banks caused big losses to UK banks. But it was the UK government that imposed
sanctions and only because they had to pick up the tab for savers compensation, not
the costs to banks. Argentina seized the assets of a Spanish firm (Repsol) and all it
could do was take them to court. Argentina seized UK national assets (the Falklands)
and we sent an armada.
So we aren’t talking power, but what about influence? Now you might say that Walmart
can lobby politicians to take decisions in its interests, but then so do noncommercial
organisations such as trade unions or Greenpeace. Both sets have pull. A company
might threaten to pull investment that will cost voters jobs. Trade Unions can threaten
strikes that harm voters or to campaign for opposing politicians. Both hit politicians
where it hurts, their ability to stay in office. Don’t see you bemoaning trade unions or
big single issue lobby groups.
This is also a false comparison since you are comparing companies’ global size with
individual countries. This is false since in dealing with local governments Walmart can
only really deploy its local resources. Walmart may have revenues bigger than
Austria’s GDP but if it lobbied the Austrian government its voice would be very small
since it has zero stores there. Only their size in the country matters and excepting
resource states their local revenues are a small fraction of national GDP.
Another fallacy is to think that because you suppose these global majors have lots of
influence over politicians that the politicians would be following different policies if they
did not. That is silly. Policies towards supermarkets aren’t that different in the UK after
Walmart bought ASDA than before. That is because the interests of national retailers
such as Sainsbury’s are very similar to multinationals like Walmart in terms of local
policies.
The table is both a set on nonsense figures in front of a flawed idea. That you basically
say “Hmm, makes you think” says a lot.

Jeremy February 5, 2014 at 11:50 am #
Well done for jumping on my rhetorical point and pasting in Wikipedia for me. My point in choosing Japan
is that the country has chosen not to use military might to advance its goals (though it will defend them)
and is nonetheless a major economic power. Presumably you were being rhetorical too when
paraphrasing Stalin.
Yes, companies aren’t the only ones that lobby, but how much did Greenpeace donate to the big parties
in the last election? Do former Greenpeace execs get seats in the House of Lords? It’s daft to put them on
a level playing field, and you know it.
As I’ve said twice already, I recognise that it is not an exact parallel, that no exact parallel between
national economies and corporations is possible, and that it is nonetheless a useful exercise in economic
clout. You are free to differ in your opinion.
Reply

DevonChap February 5, 2014 at 9:50 pm #
You admit two sets of figures aren’t comparable yet you compare them anyway. Maths certainly isn’t
a strong point here. Explains a lot.
Reply

Jeremy February 6, 2014 at 11:50 am #
I didn’t say they weren’t comparable, I said they are not exactly the same thing. They are
comparable, and comparing them is a useful exercise. Because they aren’t directly comparable,
you shouldn’t read too much into it – which is why I haven’t.
I understand your objections, and I remain entirely comfortable with what I’ve posted.

Reply

weavergrace February 6, 2014 at 4:18 am #
The economic power of giant corporations is essential for people to realize. Thanks for making more
people aware of it. I also enjoy the resulting conversation here: astronomy/economy, and concentration
good or bad.
A problem with the concentration model: “smaller local competitors” will only exist temporarily, until the
concentration absorbs them. Examples: Walmart now absorbing the supermarkets that absorbed the
momandpop grocery stores that absorbed the open markets and farm stands. Another example:
amazon.com, which I expect will be the next Walmart. Colonization comes to mind. I agree that the
concentration will become unsustainable…I hope so, anyway.
Reply

Jeremy February 6, 2014 at 11:54 am #
Eventually concentration undermines competition, which is supposed to be a good thing in a free
market, so everybody loses if we ignore it. Already Amazon dominates the book market to an
unhealthy degree.
Interestingly, the government is trying to do something about the fact that we have too few energy
companies and too few banks – but it would have been better if we’d spotted the problem and
stopped it getting that bad in the first place.
Reply

john taylor February 6, 2014 at 9:19 am #
State Corporations by Susan Georgeexcellent and bears out so much of the research I have carried out
over the past several years on this sceptic issue. Although we all have a better understanding of the
horrendous picture before us, the question now is, how can it be altered? Is the grip the world is held in
too tight? or as once said‘When injustice becomes Law, Rebellion becomes duty’.
Reply

John inBoulderCO August 21, 2016 at 4:26 pm #
Serious question, something I was thinking about last night, but I really don’t know what’s the glue that
keeps a country together. What’s to stop a few massive companies from getting together and start making
their own rules?
Sure, the U.S. military and national guard have guns, I am quite sure acquiring guns wouldn’t be much of
a problem. Would a deterrence be the hesitation American service members might have in firing on
Americans?
V/R,
John
john”dot”burgreen”at”gmail”dot”com
https://justpaste.it/inhere
Reply

Jeremy Williams August 22, 2016 at 9:54 am #
I guess the question is what they think they might be able to gain by taking control themselves. If they
feel like the system works pretty well for them as it is, why take the enormous risk of going rogue?
There are plenty of ways to influence things through lobbying, so maybe they already have a
business environment that suits them just fine.

The other question is who the ‘they’ behind a massive corporation actually is. If it’s publicly owned
and on the stock market, any suspicious activity will see its shares sold off and it will completely lose
its value. So stock ownership and shareholder interest is a way for ordinary citizens to have a stake
in a corporation. You and I could buy shares in Apple or Facebook and get a vote in their AGMs.
Reply
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1. Big

Bigots? (342 words) | Corporate Sustainability  April 3, 2014

[…] politician of a poor country facing the immense amounts of money large companies have at their disposal
must be intimidating. A partly bad deal with a […]
2. What

is Democracy ? Communism ? Capitalism ? Do you really know ? | Lies, Liars,
Beatniks and Hippies  April 27, 2014
[…] person would be bound by the ‘rules and wishes of the market’. But however, when you are the 28th
biggest economic entity in the world, the truth is that you are not bound by any rules anymore – even the
rules of your own […]

3. The

Prodigal Capitalist and the Wayward MBA  December 21, 2014

[…] (3) Sourced on 12/8/14 at: https://makewealthhistory.org/2014/02/03/thecorporationsbiggerthan
nations/ […]
4. Tackling

Inequality – Naomi Klein joins the dots, tackling climate change and
inequality at the same time | Sustainable Communities South Australia Inc.  June 23,
2015

[…] But how optimistic can we be that these good words will turn into real deeds. Climate change has been
on the G8 (when Russia was invited) Agenda every year since 2005. Hard evidence of a real commitment to
phase out fossil fuels remains elusive. Especially, now, in Australia. Evidence of progress seems to turn into a
mirage on further inspection. Economic power continues to be concentrated into fewer and fewer hands. The
rich and the powerful continue to exert undue influence on political leaders – 37 of the world’s 100 largest
economies are corporations, and most of them are oil companies or banks.
(https://makewealthhistory.org/2014/02/03/thecorporationsbiggerthannations/) […]
5. Corporations

are inherently evil  PeachParts Mercedes ShopForum  March 12, 2016

[…] This was the result of a quick search. I don't know anything about the site. The corporations bigger than
nations | Make Wealth History googletag.cmd.push(function() { googletag.display('divgptad14'); }); […]
6. Donald

Trump to Rollback Walmart and U.S  Rhenium CapitalRhenium Capital 

November 3, 2016

[…] In comparing corporations to the economies of actual sovereign states, Walmart ranked 28th in the world
(higher than all other companies on the list), under Taiwan at 27th and above Austria, the next nation on the
list at 32nd. (LINK) […]
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